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ABSTRACT 

Highly-crystalline conjugated polymers are important for microstructure analysis 

and charge transport in organic electronics. In this work, we have developed a series of 

highly-crystalline double-cable conjugated polymers for application in single-
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component organic solar cells (SCOSCs). These polymers contain conjugated 

backbones as electron donor and pendant perylene bisimide units (PBIs) as electron 

acceptor. PBIs are connected to the backbone via alkyl units varying from hexyl (C6H12) 

to eicosyl (C20H40) as flexible linkers. The highly-crystalline nature of these materials 

allows us to systematically study the effect of the length of the alkyl linkers on the 

nanostructure and photovoltaic performance. In particular, we find that for double-cable 

polymers with short linkers, the PBIs tend to stack in a head-to-head fashion, resulting 

in large d-spacing (e.g. 64 Å for the polymer P12 with C12H24 linker) along the lamellar 

stacking direction. When the length of the linker groups is longer than a certain length, 

the PBIs instead adopt a more ordered packing likely via H-aggregation, resulting in 

short d-spacings (e.g. 50 Å for the polymer P16 with C16H32 linker). Evidence for this 

transition is provided by X-ray diffraction measurements along with cryo-transmission 

electron microscopy measurements, where different packing motifs of the PBI units are 

clearly imaged. The different packing facilitated by longer linker groups is associated 

with improved exciton separation and charge transport, resulting in enhanced 

efficiencies of SCOSCs based on the polymer P16. The findings in this work 

demonstrate that double-cable conjugated polymers can be an important family of 

highly-crystalline conjugated polymers. Furthermore, this work demonstrates how the 

precise molecular packing of the acceptor units influences the photovoltaic 

performance of SCOSCs. 

 

Keywords: double-cable conjugated polymers; crystalline; lamellar stacking; cryo- 

transmission electron microscopy; single-component organic solar cells. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The microstructure and hierarchical assembly of conjugated polymers play crucial 

roles in determining their optoelectronic properties which are exploited for appications 

such as organic light-emitting diodes,[1] organic field-effect transistors[2] and organic 

solar cells (OSCs).[3] In general, conjugated polymers have a semi-crystalline nature, 

that is, containing crystalline and amorphous regions.[4] The crystalline region enables 
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conjugated polymers to form ordered structures, chacacterised by -stacked layers of 

backbones separated by layers of side chains. Crystalline structures facilitate effective 

charge transport in conjugated polymers, helping to realize high charge carrier 

mobilities in OFETs and high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) with reduced 

charge recombination in OSCs.[5] However, it is a challenging task to obtain highly 

crystalline or even single-crystal conjugated polymers,[6] and as a consequence, insights 

into microstructure/performance relationships in organic electronic devices are critical, 

yet challenging to reveal. 

Distinct to highly crystalline polymers such as polyethylene with flexible 

backbones, the rigid backbones of conjugated polymers limit their ability to move 

toward ordered microstructures. In addition, strong π-π interactions promote the strong 

aggregation of conjugated backbones. These two effects induce conjugated polymers 

to form fibrillar structures more easily, that possess a well-defined short-range order 

but lacking long-range order.[2b, 6c, 7] Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is an exceptional 

conjugated polymer that can be processed into highly crystalline or even single-crystal 

structures.[6b, 8] The high crystallinity of P3HT has enabled researchers to use multiple 

techniques such as grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunneling microscopy to clearly 

resolve the microstructure. The crystalline merit of P3HT can further extend to diblock 

conjugated polymers that utilize P3HT as one of the blocks, with clear fringes 

corresponding to lamellar structures that can be clearly visible in TEM images.[9] The 

ordered structure of P3HT-based block co-polymer was also attributed to the high PCE 

in single-component organic solar cells (SCOSCs) based on this diblock polymer.[9f] In 

recent years “donor-acceptor” copolymers constructed from electron-rich and electron-

deficient units have outclassed P3HT in terms of device performance metrics such as 

mobility (in OFETs) and PCE (in OSCs).[10] However, modern donor-acceptor co-

polymers seldom have the same degree of microstructural order as crystalline P3HT. It 

is a significant challenge to find new materials with high crystallinity and high 

performance to match the exceptional characterisitics of P3HT. 

Our previous work has focused on double-cable conjugated polymers containing 
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three key components: conjugated backbones as electron donor, pendant perylene 

bisimide units (PBIs) as electron acceptor, and flexible alkyl linkers that connect the 

PBIs to the backbone.[11] Since charge generation is realized in a single polymer, 

double-cable conjugated polymers can be used in SCOSCs. In several PBI-based 

double-cable molecular dyads and conjugated polymers, we found that highly ordered 

diffraction peaks up to (400) could be observed in X-ray Diffraction, corresponding to 

the lamellar packing of polymer backbones and PBI side units.[11i, 12] In comparison, the 

corresponding donor polymers lacked the same degree of crystalline order. Thus it 

seems that the crystalline PBIs help to improve the crystallinity of double-cable 

conjugated polymers, which may be one of the reasons why these polymers have 

achieved the highest PCEs in SCOSCs. These intruiging findings have prompted us to 

further study the microstructure of double-cable conjugated polymers with a view to 

understanding the nanostructure, morphology evolution and stacking mode between the 

backbone and PBIs. 

In this work, we have investigated the nanostructure and photovoltaic performance 

of a series of double-cable conjugated polymers. A set of eight double-cable conjugated 

polymers with varied length of alkyl linkers, from hexyl (C6H12) to eicosyl (C20H40) 

units (P06-P20, Figure 1) have been synthesized. The motivation to synthesize double-

cable polymers with long linker groups is the expectation that they would help separate 

the PBI units from the conjugated backbone and provide the PBIs with the freedom to 

form crystalline structures. GIWAXS measurements reveal that these polymers exhibit 

highly-crystalline structures with up to ten orders of diffraction observed for the (h00) 

peaks. Interestingly, we find that when increasing the length of alkyl linkers, the 

lamellar stacking d-spacings increase for polymers P06 to P12, but then sharply fall for 

polymer P14 to P20. This unusual behavior is attributed to a change in the packing 

motif of the PBIs for polymers P14 to P20 afforded by the longer linker groups. This 

change in packing motif is confirmed by cryo-TEM measurements that clearly image a 

different side-chain packing geometry. The evolution of nanostructures in these 

polymers is also strongly related to the photovoltaic performance in SCOSCs, due to 

the balance of exciton separation and charge transport. This work demonstrates that 
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double-cable conjugated polymers are a promising model to construct highly-

crystalline conjugated polymers with tunable nanostructure. Moreover, the effect of 

linker length on the solar cell performance also provides a mechanism to better 

understand physical processes in OSCs. 

 

Figure 1. The chemical structures of the double-cable conjugated polymers and their 

synthetic routes. (i) Stille polymerization, Pd(PPh3)4 in toluene/DMF (10:1, v/v) at 

115 °C, 36 h. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Synthesis and characterization 

The chemical structures and synthetic procedures of the double-cable conjugated 

polymers P06-P20 are shown in Figure 1, with the detailed description provided in the 

Supporting Information. P12 has been reported in our previous work, and similar 

procedures were used to synthesize the remaining double-cable polymers in this set.[12b] 

The key monomers MX-Br with pendant PBIs were used to perform Stille 

polymerization via the same reaction conditions to yield the polymers P06-P20. The 

solubility of these polymers was reduced when increasing the length of linkers. P06-

P14 can be well-dissolved in chlorobenzene (CB), while P16-P20 could only be 

dissolved in ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB). The molecular weight of the polymers 

was determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) with o-DCB as the eluent at 

140 °C, yielding number-average molecular weights (Mn) in the range of 25.4 – 85.7 

kDa (Table S1). All these polymers show excellent thermal stability up to 400 °C as 
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confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure S1). 

The optical absorption spectra of these double-cable polymers in thin films are 

shown in Figure 2a. We attribute Peak1 located at ~490 nm to PBIs and Peak2 located 

at ~630 nm to the aggregation/crystallization of the polymer backbones, respectively. 

We note that when increasing the length of linkers the intensity of Peak2 is significantly 

enhanced, so that the ratio of Peak2/Peak1 is increased (Figure 2b). This phenomenon 

indicates that longer linkers promote ordering of the conjugated backbones. The frontier 

energy levels of these polymers determined by cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement 

are summarized in Figure S2 and Table S1, in which P06-P20 exhibited similar highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) levels. 

We then studied the phase transition behavior of the MX-Br monomers and PX 

polymers by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements, as shown in 

Figure 2c and d for cooling process and Figure S3 for heating process. P06 exhibited 

negligible phase transition during the cooling process, while a single transition peak 

located at 280 – 300 °C can be observed in P08-P12. When increasing the length of the 

linkers, a new transition peak at lower temperature (170 – 220 °C) appeared for P14-

P20 (Figure 2d). This interesting phenomenon indicates that P14-P20 exhibited 

different phase transition compared to P06-P12. We further provided some analysis 

about the origination of these peaks. It has been known that the corresponding polymer 

PBDB-T-Cl has no phase transition, while single PBI shows two transition peaks during 

the cooling process.[12b] Therefore, we hypothesize that the additional phase transition 

peaks in these double-cable polymers are due to the ordered microstructure of PBI units. 

The second peak at lower temperature for the polymers P14-P20 reveals that in these 

polymers PBIs promote a second ordering transition, which is also supported by the 

similar peaks seen in the DSC traces for the monomers M14-Br – M20-Br (Figure 2c). 

In the following section, we will show that this is possibly due to the H-aggregation of 

PBI side units. 
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Figure 2. (a) Optical absorption spectra of thin films annealed at 280 °C for 10 min and 

(b) the ratio of Peak1/Peak2 intensity in absorption spectra based on the polymers. DSC 

cooling traces (second cycle) of (c) the monomers MX-Br and (d) the double-cable 

polymers PX. 

 

2.2. Crystalline study by GIWAXS 

We then use GIWAXS to study the molecular packing and crystallinity of the 

polymers, with the results shown in Figure 3. Prior to measurement, all the polymer 

thin films were thermally annealed at 280 °C for 10 min.[12b] Surprisingly, all double-

cable polymers in the series exhibit high crystallinity, in which highly ordered (h00) 

diffraction peaks are observed in the in-plane (IP) direction (Figure 3a-c, Figure S4 

and Table S2). In addition, the π-π stacking peaks (010) are observed in the out-of-

plane (OOP) direction. The appearance on (h00) peaks in-plane and (010) peak out-of-

plane indicate that the polymers exhibit a preferentially face-on orientation, in which 

the polymer backbone is parallel-aligned to the substrate. We use the IP profile of P16 

as a typical example to analyze the peaks (Figure 3d): (1) the first peak (100) at 0.125 

Å-1 corresponds to a lamellar stacking distance of ~ 50 Å; (2) the (200) and (400) order 
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lamellar stacking peak at 0.250 Å-1 and 0.496 Å-1 have a relatively strong intensity as 

compared to (100) and (300) diffraction peaks, suggesting a lamellar stacking 

structure;[13] (3) lamellar stacking peaks up to the 10th order are observed, which is very 

rare for conjugated polymers; (4) a peak is observed at 0.645 Å-1 which is indexed as 

the second order backbone repeat, (002), owing to the fact that it is seen at the same 

location for all other double-cable polymers as well as for the donor polymer PBDB-T-

Cl[12b] (also shown in Figure 3e and Table S2), corresponding to a backbone repeat of 

~19.5 Å.  

Based on these assignments, we summarize the lamellar stacking and backbone 

stacking d-spacings as derived from peaks for all the polymers in Figure 3e. Compared 

to the lamellar stacking d-spacing of 20 Å for PBDB-T-Cl, the double-cable polymers 

in general exhibit much larger d-spacings due to the additional PBI units. Interestingly, 

for the double-cable polymers, the d-spacings increase going from P06 to P12 as may 

be expected due to the increase linker length, but then the d-spacings drop sharply from 

64 Å to 45 Å going from P12 to P14. For P14-P20, the lamellar stacking d-spacings 

systematically increase again with increasing linker length. This abrupt transistion from 

P12 to P14 is consistent with the abrupt transition behavior observed in the DSC 

measurements. These results suggest that when the length of the alkyl linker is 

increased from P12 to P14, a distinct ordering is produced. Further evidence for a 

disctinct molecular packing of P06, P10 and P12 compared to the polymers with longer 

linker is seen in the differences in the ratio of the intensity of the (100) and (200) peaks. 

For P12 and higher, the lamellar stacking peak (200) has a much higher intensity than 

that of the (100) peak, whereas for P06, P10 and P12 the (100) peak is more intense 

than the (200) peak (Figure S4). It is also worth mentioning that P08 exhibited odd 

behavior in GIWAXS measurement with the missing of several highly-ordering 

diffraction peaks (Figure S4b), tending to exhibit a more edge-on orientation compared 

to the other polymers. 
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Figure 3. (a) GIWAXS profiles of PX thin films spin-casted on Si substrates and 

annealed at 280 °C for 10 min. (b) In-plane (IP) and (c) out-of-plane plots of the 

corresponding GIWAXS images. (d) The peak assignment of the IP plot of P16. (e) 

Summary of the d-spacings of the diffraction peaks in these polymers. 

 

2.3. Crystalline study by cryo-TEM 

We then study the nanostructures of these double-cable polymers by using TEM 

measurements. Cryo-TEM was initially used to study biomacromolecules, and in recent 

years it was also applied into polymer materials[14] and even conjugated polymers.[15] 

For conjugated polymers, high-energy electrons cause radiolysis which generates 
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radicals, most likely from side-chain scission. These radicals diffuse around and destroy 

the crystal structure, resulting in the loss of visibility of lattice fringes and diffraction 

rings with increasing electron dose. TEM observation at cryogenic temperatures has 

been shown to prevent the diffusion of radicals and increase the critical dose for 

damage-free TEM observation by an order of magnitude. For these observations, the 

dose was maintained at half the reported critical dose for conjugated polymers.[16]  

In this work, we selected two double-cable polymers P12 and P16 with dodecyl 

and hexadecyl linkers to perform the cryo-TEM measurements, as shown in Figure 4 

and 5. These two polymers were chosen to be representative of polymers below (P12) 

and above (P16) the transition for the change between large and short lamellar stacking. 

For P12, we can observe lamellar stacking fringes (Figure 4a), with clear peaks 

observed in the corresponding absolute value of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 

reminiscent of the GIWAXS results (Figure 4b and c). For cryo-TEM, the visibility of 

the spatial frequencies in the images is filtered by the contrast transfer function of the 

TEM objective lens which will suppress the very low-q peaks in particular (Figure S5). 

Combining with the GIWAXS patterns and cryo-TEM images, we infer that in P12 

lamellar stacking between conjugated backbones and PBIs is formed in which PBIs 

have to use “head-to-head” mode in order to realize the larger (100) d-spacing of 64 Å. 

This is consistent with our previous observation.[12b] For P16, the spatial frequencies in 

the cryo-TEM image evident from the FFT are also consistent with the GIWAXS results, 

but we observe a critical difference in the nanostructure (Figure 5). This difference is 

the appearance of a fine herring-bone structure in the cryo-TEM images that is ~5 Å 

wide and ~10 Å in period and at an angle ~60° to the backbones. In addition, the 

distance between two set of ladders is ~50 Å (Figure 5a). The real-space information 

indicates that the herring-bone pattern corresponds to the packing of PBIs. Therefore, 

we propose a possible packing geometry for P16 as shown in Figure 5d, in which PBIs 

form H-aggregates. This structure and stacking is completely different from P12 and 

perfectly explains the lower d-spacing of lamellar stacking in P16. This result is an 

important finding as it provides a clear demonstration of the complex nanostructures 

that form in double-cable conjugated polymers, and can also be used to explain their 
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distinct photovoltaic performance as discussed in the following section.  

 

Figure 4. (a) Cryo-TEM image, (b) Representative FFT of the image, (c) radially 

averaged FFT (the q value of the peaks was denoted) and (d) the possible molecular 

packing scheme of the crystalline regions of P12 thin films annealed at 280 ℃. 

 

 

Figure 5. (a) Cryo-TEM image, (b) Representative FFT of the image, (c) radially 

averaged FFT (the q value of the peaks was denoted) and (d) the possible molecular 

packing scheme of the crystalline regions of P16 thin films annealed at 280 ℃. 

 

2.4. Single-component organic solar cells 

The distinct nanostructures in these double-cable conjugated polymers are 

expected to provide a significant influence on photovoltaic performance. We have 

fabricated SCOSCs by using these double-cable conjugated polymers as a single 

photoactive layer, with the configuration of ITO/ZnO/PX/MoO3/Ag. Details of the 

procedures used to optimize the solar cells, including the solvent, high boiling point 
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additive, thermal-annealing temperature and thickness for the photoactive layers are 

summarized in the Supporting Information (Table S3 – S16). The J-V curves of 

optimized cells for the different polymers are shown in Figure 6 with the photovoltaic 

parameters summarized in Table 1. 

 

Figure 6. The effect of linker length on photovoltaic performance. (a) J-V 

characteristics under AM1.5G illumination, (b) EQE curves and (c) summary of the 

photovoltaic parameters of the optimized SCOSCs based on the double-cable polymers 

PX. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of optimized SCOSCs based on the double-cable polymers PX. 

Polymer  Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF PCE (%) 

P06 5.62 

(5.63±0.10) 

0.93 

(0.93±0.01) 

0.30 

(0.29±0.01) 

1.56 

(1.53±0.03) 

P08 5.70 

(5.44±0.13) 

0.92 

(0.91±0.01) 

0.32 

(0.32±0.01) 

1.68 

(1.59±0.06) 

P10 10.31 

(9.88±0.43) 

0.90 

(0.90±0.01) 

0.56 

(0.57±0.02) 

5.16 

(5.04±0.07) 

P12 10.83 

(10.67±0.23) 

0.90 

(0.90±0.01) 

0.65 

(0.65±0.01) 

6.32 

(6.22±0.09) 
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P14 10.39 

(10.36±0.12) 

0.90 

(0.89±0.01) 

0.70 

(0.71±0.01) 

6.61 

(6.53±0.03) 

P16 11.94 

(11.99±0.29) 

0.89 

(0.88±0.01) 

0.69 

(0.69±0.01) 

7.30 

(7.21±0.08) 

P18 10.15 

(10.22±0.06) 

0.87 

(0.87±0.01) 

0.73 

(0.71±0.01) 

6.42 

(6.33±0.06) 

P20 9.19 

(8.76±0.44) 

0.87 

(0.87±0.004) 

0.69 

(0.70±0.02) 

5.53 

(5.34±0.16) 

The thickness of active layers is 50 – 70 nm. The values in parentheses represent 

statistics results from eight independent cells. The devices of P06 – P14 were fabricated 

from CB/DIO (0.5%) solution and P16 – P20 were fabricated from o-DCB/DIO (0.5%) 

solution. The devices of P10 – P20 were annealed at 230 ℃ for 10 minutes, while the 

devices of P06 and P08 were as cast from CB/DIO (0.5%) solution. 

 

P06 showed the lowest PCE of 1.56% with low short-circuit current density (Jsc) 

of 5.62 mA/cm2 and low fill factor (FF) of 0.30. The PCEs then gradually increased to 

7.30% with enhanced Jsc and FF in P16. PCE then decreases to 6.42% for P18 and 

further to 5.53% for P20 due to the reduced Jsc (Figure 6c). The distinct Jscs are also 

reflected by their external quantum efficiencies (EQEs), in which P16 exhibits broad 

and high EQEs up to 0.70 (Figure 6b). Interestingly, in P18 and P20 FFs are even 

higher than that in other polymers. The photoactive layers were chacacterised by atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) measurement (Figure S6), in which clear fibrillar structures 

could be observed in P16-P20 thin films. The results may partially explain the high FFs 

in the polymers with longer linkers. In addition, the open-circuit voltage (Voc) gradually 

decreases when increasing the length of linkers. All these results confirm that the length 

of the linker units has a strong effect on the photovoltaic performance of SCOSCs. In 

our previous studies, we generally used the dodecyl linker to construct double-cable 

conjugated polymers, so that the findings in this work reveal that longer linker is a 

better choice to construct these polymers. The PCE of 7.3% is also among the highest 

PCEs in SCOSCs.[11k] 

 

2.5. Excited-state dynamics in SCOSCs 

Next, we discuss the excited state dynamics in thin films probed by broadband 
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transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy across a wide dynamic range from femto- to 

microseconds and over a broad spectral range (2.0 eV- 0.8 eV).[17] Figure 7 shows 

picosecond-nanosecond (ps-ns) TA spectra and kinetics from selected spectral regions 

of P06, P12, P16, and P20 thin films photoexcited at 600 nm. The negative ΔT/T signals 

represent photo-induced absorption (PA), while positive ΔT/T signals represent the 

materials' photo-bleaching (PB). The TA spectra (upper panels, Figure 7a-d) obtained 

at 400-700 fs delay times (black line) exhibit PA extending below 1.0 eV, peaking at 

around 1.1eV. We assigned this spectral feature to singlet exciton-induced 

absorption.[11k] The PA band at 1.8 eV was assigned to charge-induced absorption, in 

which it rises until tens of ps and thereafter decays slowly. The lower panels of Figure 

7 (e-h) show the kinetics of selected spectral regions as marked in panels a-d. In all four 

systems, the singlet exciton decay was completed in about 10 ps (black symbols). We 

note that most of the charge carriers were generated (excition dissociation) within ~500 

fs, depending to some extent on the linker units' length. For instance, in P06, about 60% 

of the charge generation is ultrafast, while the remaining charge generation is diffusion-

mediated. The diffusion-mediated charge carrier generation extends until ~30 ps for 

P06. In the case of P12, the charge carrier generation was over within ~20 ps. It is 

slightly faster for P16 (within ~8 ps), and even faster for P20 (within ~3-4 ps). We also 

note that the efficiency of ultrafast charge generation is high in the latter, P20 (~90%). 

The fast charge carrier generation indicates that increasing the linker’s length affects 

the charge carrier generation dynamics. However, ultrafast charge generation does not 

necessarily translate into high device performance, as charge carrier recombination 

occurs on a longer timescale and limits the number of extracted charges. Hence, we 

probed the charge carrier recombination dynamics by ns-µs (nanosecond – microsecond) 

TA spectroscopy.  
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Figure 7. ps-ns TA spectra and kinetics. (a-d) ps-ns TA spectra after exciting at 600 nm 

with a fluence of ~4.1µJ/cm2. The intermittence in the X-axis excludes the probe region 

affected by scattering at around 1.5 eV. (e-h) kinetics of selected spectral regions 

(marked by vertical color bars in panels a-d). (i-l) ns-ms TA kinetics of the entire PA 

region for a wide range of fluences after excitation at 532 nm. The solid lines represent 

global fits to the data by the two-pool model. (a,e,i) P06, (b,f,j) P12, (c,g,k) P16, and  

(d,h,l) P20. 

On the ns-µs time scale, singlets are no longer observed, and charge carriers 

dominate the TA spectra and dynamics. Figure 7 (panels i-l) shows the charge carrier 

decay dynamics at various excitation fluences. The corresponding ns-µs TA spectra are 

provided in the Supporting Information (Figure S7), and they match the TA spectra at 

1 -2 ns shown in Figure 7 (a-d). We determined the non-geminate and geminate 

recombination rates and the non-geminate recombination coefficient by using a two-
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pool model, introduced earlier by Howard et al., and thereafter applied successfully to 

many polymer:fullerene and non-fullerene blends to describe the ns-µs carrier 

dynamics.[18] Details of this model can be found elsewhere.[18a] Here, we assumed the 

charge carrier cross-section to be 1 × 10-16 cm-2, a value similar to those typically found 

in conjugated polymers.[19] The fit parameters obtained from the global fit to the carrier 

dynamics are listed in Table 2.[11k, 19] The values show that, in P06, almost ~40% of the 

charge carriers recombine geminately (fluence independent), which explains the 

moderate performance of P06 devices. In contrast, P12, and P16 films show a larger 

yield of free charge carriers, precisely 82% and 86%, indicating better charge 

generation with increasing the linker length and explaining the better performance. 

However, in P20, the free charge carrier yield reduced to 75%, indicating that further 

increments in the linker length deviates the ideal morphology for OSCs. Interestingly, 

all four films show comparable bimolecular recombination coefficients: 3×10-11 cm3/s, 

1.9×10-11 cm3/s 1.83×10-11 cm3/s, and 1.2×10-11 cm3/s for P06, P12, P16, and P20, 

respectively. 

 Summarizing the TA results, although inceasing the linker length improves the 

exciton dissocation, but an optimum linker length is favored for better charge transport. 

We hypothesize that the high yield of free charge carriers in P12 (82%) and P16 (~86%) 

and correlates with the optimum length of the linker, facilitating a better trade-off 

between exciton dissocaition and charge transport in P12 and in P16. 

 

Table 2. Parameters obtained from the two-pool model fit to the ns-µs charge carrier 
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recombination dynamics. β is the bimolecular recombination coefficient for a carrier 

density of n = 1×1016 cm-3, typically obtained under one-sun conditions. τCT is the CT 

state lifetime, γ is the non-geminate recombination rate constant, and λ + 1 is the 

nongeminate recombination order. f is the fraction of free charge carriers. The effective 

Langevin recombination rate constant was calculated according to β = γnλ−1 with n = 1 

× 1016 cm−3. 

Blend f (%) τCT = 1/kCT→GS 

ns 

λ + 1 γ (cm3)λs-1 β (cm3s-1) 

P06 60± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.2 2.34 ± 0.01 1×10-16 3×10-11 

P12 82± 0.4 4.5± 0.2 2.53± 0.03 6.2×10-20 1.9×10-11 

P16 86± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.2 2.32 ± 0.01 1×10-16 1.83×10-11 

P20 75± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.1 2.31 ± 0.01 1×10-16 1.2×10-11 

 

2.6. Discussion 

From the above measurement, we can infer the evolution of microstructure in these 

double-cable polymers: from the linkers C6H12 to C12H24, the polymers crystallize into 

lamellar structures, but it seems that PBIs locate in a somewhat disorded state between 

the ordered backbones based on the DSC analysis. This situation suddenly changes 

when linkers are longer than C14H28, in which PBIs have the freedom to form crystalline 

states such as via H-aggregation with the ordering of the PBI units evidence by the new 

peak that appears in the DSC measurement. The highly ordered nature of the PBIs is 

also clearly evidenced in the cryo-TEM images. Therefore, the unusual change of d-

spacings from GIWAXS can be confirmed. 

Furthermore, this continuous nanostructural evolution has a significant impact on 

the photovoltaic performance in SCOSCs. As also revealed in our previous studies, the 

double-cable conjugated polymers with short linkers caused severe charge 
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recombination in solar cells, corresponding to a low FF.[11d] Therefore, the longer 

linkers are helpful to charge transport, as also confirmed by the high FFs in the solar 

cells based on the polymers with linkers from C14H28 and longer (Table 2). Another 

phenomenon is that, when further elonging the linkers to C18H36 and C20H40, reduced 

Jscs were observed. We suggest that this is due to the insufficient formation of free 

charges, as also observed in TA measurement. Therefore, the results in this work 

provide a clear example about the balance between exciton separation and charge 

transport: double-cable polymers with C16H32 linker can simutanously improve the 

charge transport due to the well-ordered donor and acceptor segments, and meanwhile 

the reduced d-spacing is helpful for exciton separation. This explains the highest PCEs 

in SCOSCs. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we developed highly-crystalline double-cable conjugated polymers, 

and studied the nanostructural evolution as a function of linker length. Our study 

provided evidence for a strong correlation between the chemical structure and 

photovoltaic performance in SCOSCs. A series of double-cable conjugated polymers 

P06-P20 with different linkers have been synthesized which all exhibited high 

crystallinity from GIWAXS measurement. More importantly, we found that the d-

spacings of lamellar stacking showed a sharp drop going from P12 to P14, which 

suggesting a change in the mode of PBI packing as confirmed by cryo-TEM analysis. 

It is proposed that when the linker is 14 carbon atoms long or longer, the PBIs form H-

aggregates that is distinct to a head-to-head stacking for polymers with linkers 12 

carbon atoms long or shorter. Linker length was also found to have a significant impact 

on the photovoltaic performance, in which P16 exhibited the highest PCE of 7.3%. 

Further photophysical studies utilizing TA spectrscopy revealed that the geminate 

recombination is the main loss channel in these blends, with the P16 polymer having a 

higher free carrier generation efficiency compared to P06 and P20. The results of our 

study clearly demonstrate that double-cable conjugated polymers can form well-
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ordered nanostructures and can serve as model system to study the relation between 

chemical structure, nanostructure and optoelectronic properties. 
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Table of Content 

 
 

When switching the alky linkers from C12H24 to C16H32 in double-cable conjugated 

polymers, perylene bisimide side units exhibited order phase transition from disordered 

structures to ordered H-aggregation, which is strongly correlated to the photovoltaic 

performance in single-component organic solar cells. 
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